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プレゼンテーションのノート
Fishery undertake 





プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Two fundamental components of the fishery system is Our society and fish 



Fishery

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
And fishery undertake the interactions between our society and fish by fishing activities 



Fishery

Economic activities
Food supply

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Fishing activities provide food supply and generate economic activities as fishery and Surrounding fisheries 



Fishery

Economic activities
Food supply

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
By utilizing fish with fishing activities, now we consider fish as fishery resource From this aspects, I call  fishery resource management rather than just fishery management 



Fishery

Economic activities
Food supply

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
And a key of this fishery system is fishery –Fishery is economic activities of fishermen, - they do fish not because of fun , for daily money feed their family. also  it is only component management can controlFish …We limit or encourage fishery and do fishery  resource management 



Maintain the renewability 
of the fishery resources to insure recursive 

flows of benefits, food and economic activities,   
to the society. 



Maintain the renewability 
of the fishery resources to insure recursive 
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to the society. 





Climate variability affects food availability 
and the critical habitats for fish, and change; 

1) abundance of  fishery resources
2) distributions/ migration patterns of fishery resources   
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Climate variability affects food availability 
and the critical habitats for fish, and change; 

1) abundance of  fishery resources
2) distributions/ migration patterns of fishery resources   

This is a critical issue for a transboundary fish stock 
exclusively shared by multiple countries. 







Warm regimes  -
high abundance in biomass, the distribution extends to Canada, U.S. and Mexico. 

Cold regimes    -
low abundance in biomass, the distribution is limited to Southern U.S. and Mexico.

Cold

Biomass of P. Sardine 1932-2000
Warm



 Coastal wide abundance changes;

 Distributions changes over three countries EEZ;

 No established cooperative exploitations ;

 Rising economic interest.  



Examine the economic and biological outcomes 
from cooperative/non-cooperative  exploitations 

of  Canada, U.S. and Mexico.



Cooperative
exploitation

Non-cooperative
exploitation

1 {CA,US,MX} Full cooperation exploitation

2 {CA,U.S} {MX} Partial cooperative exploitation ;
Canada and the U.S

3 {US,MX} {CA} Partial cooperative  exploitation;
Mexico and the U.S

4 {CA,MX} {US} Partial cooperative exploitation ;
Canada and Mexico

5 {CA}{US}{MX} Absolute no-cooperative exploitation

Cooperative exploitation; 
maximize the joint benefits  of participating countries; 

Non –cooperative exploitation; maximize individual benefits.  



Cooperative Non-

cooperative

CA US MX Total

payoff

Biological Risk

{CA,US,MX} 183 210 68 460 0.0%
{CA,U.S} {MX} 150 86 194 429 36.3%
{US,MX} {CA} 260 104 51 416 44.0%
{CA,MX} {US} 138 144 128 411 46.3%

{CA}{US}{MX} 148 50 112
309 96.8%

(a-1)  Payoffs (billion USD) in time-increment SST scenario (ì=+0.05). 

Results
Payoffs (billion USD) in a warm scenario

Shift distribution from Mexico to Canada 

Ishimura, Sumaila and Herrick (2009)

Ishimura, Herrick and Sumaila (2009)
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(a-1)  Payoffs (billion USD) in time-increment SST scenario (ì=+0.05). 

Results
Payoffs (billion USD) in a warm scenario

Shift distribution from Mexico to Canada 

There are significant  benefits to be a free-rider!!



 Ocean climate variability in the California current prevents 
the formation of stable full cooperative exploitations of 
the Pacific sardine fisheries.   

 Free-rider  is a key player in achieving desirable economic 
outcomes  by forming cooperative exploitations.  



 Ocean climate variability in the California current prevents 
the formation of stable full cooperative exploitations of 
the Pacific sardine fisheries.   

 Free-rider  is a key player in achieving desirable economic 
outcomes  by forming cooperative exploitations.  

Our research reveled  potential disasters, and
push countries forward  toward cooperative exploitations!   



One more 



Academic research 
have significant impacts to 

lead the fishery resource sustainable.



The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea imposes 
a duty on participating fishing countries of 

a shared fish stock to negotiate                                             
cooperative exploitation.

This does not impose requirements for these countries to 
1) reach a cooperative agreement or 
2) prescribe penalties for deviations from                                       

once-reached agreements on cooperative exploitation.

(Munro et al. 2004) 
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